Protein capture in silica nanotube membrane 3-D microwell arrays.
The microarray format has allowed for rapid and sensitive detection of thousands of analyte DNAs in a single sample, and there is considerable interest in extending this technology to protein biosensing. While glass is the most common substrate for microarrays, its binding capacity is limited because the glass surface is flat. One way to overcome this limitation is to develop arrays based on porous materials. Such "3-D" arrays can provide greater sensitivity because both the capture molecules and the analyte species they bind are immobilized throughout the thickness of the porous material. We describe here 3-D protein microarrays based on nanopore alumina membranes that contain silica nanotubes within the pores. These microarrays are prepared via a plasma-etch method using a TEM grid as the etch mask and consist of individual nanotube-containing microwells imbedded in a Ag film that coats the alumina membrane surface. We show that the microwells can be functionalized with antibodies and that these antibodies can capture their antigen proteins, which serve as prototype analytes. The analyte proteins are fluorescently tagged, which allows for fluorescence microscopy-based imaging of the array. The Ag surrounding the microwells shows very low background fluorescence, thus improving the signal-background ratio obtained from these arrays.